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CONNECTED TRANSACTIONS

The Group purchased Seeds from Longdi Seed during the period from early April 2014 to 30 June
2014. The accumulated amount of purchases made amounted to RMB6,849,286 (equivalent to
approximately HK$8,642,632).

As Ms. Ge indirectly held (on behalf of Mr. Yang) a controlling interest in Longdi Seed, Longdi Seed
is a connected person of the Company. Therefore, the purchase of Seeds constituted connected
transactions for the Company under Chapter 14A of the Listing Rules. Ms. Ge and Mr. Yang have an
interest in the transactions by virtue of their indirect equity interests in Longdi Seed, and both Ms. Ge
and Mr. Yang did not vote in respect of the transactions.

In the course of reviewing and compiling the related party transactions for the purpose of its interim
financial statements, the Company noted that the Company should have announced the purchases from
Longdi Seed in accordance with Chapter 14A of the Listing Rules when the accumulated amount of
purchases first exceeded RMB3.53 million (equivalent to approximately HK$4.45 million) (calculated
on the basis of the financial information for the financial year ended 31 March 2014), being the
equivalent of 0.1% of the relevant size test ratios. The Company regrets that this was not announced at
the relevant time during the current financial year and has inadvertently breached the then Rule 14A.32
of the Listing Rules in force at the time. As the purchase of Seeds was carried out by different
subsidiaries of the Group and value of purchases made by relevant subsidiaries were small, the Group
only came to realise the 0.1% threshold had been exceeded when it was preparing the interim financial
statements on a consolidated basis. In order to avoid re-occurrence of this incident, the Group has
strengthened its internal control in monitoring all connected transactions across different Group
members and provision of specific training to all current and new staff who are responsible for
procurement and those who monitor connected transactions for the Group. As the highest applicable
percentage ratio (as defined in the Listing Rules) in respect of the Seeds purchased in aggregate was
more than 0.1% and less than 5%, the purchases from Longdi Seed were subject to the reporting and
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announcement but were exempt from the circular (including independent financial advice) and
shareholders’ approval requirements under the then Listing Rules. The Group had not made any further
purchases from Longdi Seed since 1 July 2014 and to the extent it purchases again going forward, it
will comply with the applicable Listing Rules at the time.

As announced by the Company on 6 April 2014, the Group leased an additional of approximately
200,000 mu of land for growing corn silage essential for raising dairy cows. The sourcing of Seeds was
done through a bidding process, whereby the procurement team of the relevant member of the Group
solicited several fee quotes from both Longdi Seed and other independent third parties. It was the first
time for the Group to plant such large areas of corn silage. After assessing the quality of seeds and the
risk impact of timely supply on agricultural cultivation, the Group had identified several suppliers.
Longdi Seed came out as one of the successful bidders with the most competitive price (with reference
to the relevant market price) offered to the Group and its ability to supply the most volume meeting the
necessary time and quality requirements of the Group. Subject to quality control procedures of the
Group, payment for the purchase of Seeds were settled by cash within 15 days after receiving the
relevant vendor’s invoice. The amount of Seeds purchased was 428 tonnes and the original acquisition
cost of such Seeds by Longdi Seed was RMB5,809,618 (equivalent to approximately HK$7,330,748).

On the basis of the above, the Directors (including the independent non-executive Directors) are of the
view that the purchases of Seeds were conducted on normal commercial terms and which are fair and
reasonable, in the ordinary and usual course of business of the Group and in the interests of the
Company and its Shareholders as a whole.

The Company is a leading and the most vertically integrated dairy company in China. Its business
model covers the entire dairy value chain including growing and processing of alfalfa and
supplementary feeds, the processing of concentrated feeds, dairy farming and the production and sales
of the dairy products of ‘‘Huishan’’ brand.

The principal activities of Longdi Seed are the production of corn seed and vegetable seeds.

DEFINITIONS

In this announcement, unless the context otherwise requires, the following expressions shall have the
following meanings when used herein:

‘‘Board’’ the board of Directors of the Company from time to time

‘‘Company’’ China Huishan Dairy Holdings Company Limited, a company
incorporated in the Cayman Islands with limited liability and the
issued shares of which are listed on the Main Board of the Stock
Exchange

‘‘Director(s)’’ director(s) of the Company

‘‘Group’’ the Company and its subsidiaries
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‘‘HK$’’ Hong Kong dollar(s), the lawful currency of Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region of the PRC

‘‘Listing Rules’’ the Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on the Stock Exchange

‘‘Longdi Seed’’ Shenyang Longdi Seeds Co., Ltd* (瀋陽隆迪種業有限公司), a limited
liability company established under the laws of the PRC

‘‘Mr. Yang’’ Mr. Yang Kai, the Chairman and executive Director of the Company

‘‘Ms. Ge’’ Ms. Ge Kun, an executive Director of the Company

‘‘PRC’’ The People’s Republic of China

‘‘RMB’’ Renminbi, the lawful currency of PRC

‘‘Seeds’’ seeds purchased for the purpose growing corn silage as feeds for dairy
cows

‘‘Shareholders’’ holder(s) of the issued shares of the Company

‘‘Stock Exchange’’ The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited

‘‘%’’ percent.

For the purpose of this announcement, amounts denominated in RMB have been translated into HK$ at
an exchange rate of RMB1:HK$1.2618. No representation is made that any amounts in RMB and HK$
can be or could have been converted at the relevant dates at the above rates or at any other rates or at
all.

* For identification purposes only

By order of the Board
China Huishan Dairy Holdings Company Limited

Yang Kai
Chairman

Shenyang, December 22, 2014
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